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Let H”(d) denote the bounded analytic functions  A, the open unit 
disk. Suppose S is a set of functions defined onA. A sequence {z,} c A is 
said to separate S if x,“= rif( = cc for every f E S. We construct in this 
paper asequence that separates heBlaschke products and a sequence that 
separates thenonvanishing bounded analytic functions which do not 
separate H”(A). Our main results are contained in:
THEOREM 1. There is a sequence I;,: j = 1, 2, .  .1 c A such that 
0) CjL, If( < CC for some f E H’^(A) and 
z Cl) Ej=1 IB(zj)l = f cc or every Blaschke product B. 
THEOREM 2. There is a Blaschke sequence (z,: j = 1, 2, . . > such that 
x,xS, If( = CC for every fE H”(A) that does not vanish on A. 
Theorem 1disproves a conjecture in [ 1] which states that asequence 
{zj} separates H”(A) if and only if it separates heBlaschke products. 
Theorems 1 and 2 suggest that it may be difficult to characterize sequences 
that separate H”(A). 
The proofs will be given for sequences in the right half plane with 
functions defined onthe right half plane. Clearly this does not affect the 
theorems. Let H ‘x be the bounded analytic functions  the right half 
plane. For properties of Blaschke products and bounded analytic functions 
in general, see[Z, 31. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose B is a Blaschke product on the right half plane and 
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I, = (2-“-l, 2-“1 for n = 1, 2, . . . Then there xist sequences {N,) and {aj} 
such that 
lim N, = cc and lim aj=O, (1) /‘-. x1 ,4X 
and, for each j, there is a subinterval J,,c I, such that 1 J,I = 
2-*‘“-* and lB(z)l >ep”12*‘for ZE JN,. Here IJ,,I denotes the length 
of JAY (2) 
Proof: If B, is a Blaschke product that has only zeros outside the unit 
disk, then lim,,, [B,(z)\ = 1 uniformly. Therefore we can assume our 
Blaschke product has only zeros bounded by 1. Since I, c R, it suffices to 
prove the lemma for Blaschke products hat have only real zeros. Let 
{xj: j= 1,2, ..} be the zeros of B. Clearly wecan assume that x,X= ixj < $. 
Let T, be the number of zeros of B in Z,. Since Cy= i x, < 4, we have 
CL* 
jc, Tj2-‘< 1. 
Suppose N > 1 and z E I,. Let 
A, = {xi: .xj<2PN-2}, 
A,= (~~:2-~~~<~~<2~~+‘}, 
A,= (xj:~,>2pN+‘}, 
(3) 
and let B,, B2, B, be the corresponding Blaschke products. We will 
estimate B,,B,, B, separately. We have 
zc 
= 
= (I k=N+2 
Since (( 1- x)/( 1 + x))“-’ isadecreasing function on (0, l), we see that for 
ZEI,: 
=e 
-210g3~~~,v+zT~2-‘+’ 2,’ (4) 
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Similarly: 
IB3(z)I 2 
2-N-2-N+’ 2;:;Tk 
2-N+2pN+’ 
=e 
~log3~;=;TA for ZEI,. (5) 
Since Cc= 1 T,2 -k < 1, we have T, < 2N. Hence there is an interval 
K, c Z,V with (K,I =2-2N-’ that contains no zeros of B,. Let JN be the 
subinterval of K,with the same center and lJ,J = 2 -2N -2. Then for zE J,, 
we have 
ae ~(~OE~I(N+~I(T~,~I+TN+T,~+I) (6) 
Combining (4), (5), and (6), we have 
lB(=)l = lB,(,-)I lBd=)l lB3G)l 
~e~m~3~A’=1,2 T~2-“+‘+lo~3~~~~~~2~Y+(log2)IN+3)(~,,+,+T,~+T,~+,~2-N)2N 
for ZEJ,. Since XT=, Tk2-k~rjl), wehave limN,,~,“=N,2Tk2~k=0. 
Also 
i NT2 TkzpN= f T, f zpN= f Tk2,-k-‘<a, 
N=l k=l k=l N=k+Z k=l 
therefore limN_ ~ ~~::Tk2-N=0.Since~,“=,(TNp,+TN+TN+,)2-N 
< co, there is a subsequence N, such that 
lim(N,+3)(?-N,-,+TN,+TN,+,)2-NJ=0. 
,-x 
The lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let I, denote the interval (2PN- ‘, 22N]. We let 
(z,: j=1, 2, . .} be the decreasing sequence that is obtained byuniformly 
distributing 42n points inI, for N= 1, 2, . . . 
Let f(z) =IX’!‘. Then (If 11 oc < 1 and 
,!, If( < f 42Je-2’2J< cu. 
j= I 
Therefore (2,) satisfies ( ).
Suppose B is a Blaschke product. By Lemma 1, there is an N and a 
subinterval JNcIN such that JJ,I =2P2N--Z and /B(z)/ >epZN for ZEJ,. 
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By the choice of the points {z,}, wesee that J,,, n (z,} contains at least 
42”(2-“p ‘)-2 points. Therefore 
Since N can be made arbitrarily large, we have C,“=, \B(z.~)~ = co. This 
completes theproof of Theorem 1. 
We return momentarily to the unit disk to obtain a corollary of 
Lemma 1. 
COROLLARY. Suppose 0 <p < 1 and Iz,J = 1 - l/(log n)P for n = 2, 3, . . . 
Thenfor every fckZ”(A), we have C,“=2 if( = m. 
Proof Suppose f~H=(d) and CJ’Y=, If( < cxj. Suppose f= BF 
where B is a Blaschke product and F has no zeros in A. By considering 
{z,: IB(z,)l < IF(z and {z,: lB(z,)l > IF(z, we see that (z,} is the 
union of two disjoint sequences (u,} and (u,) such that C,?=, IB,(u,)( < cc 
and C,F= iIF,(u,)l < cc where BI is a Blaschke product and F, has no zeros 
in A. It is elementary that if B, is obtained from B, by rotating allthe zeros 
of B1 to [0, l), then 
1 IB2(lujl)I d f Bl(uj)l < CQ* 
J=I j=l 
Also if log IF,(z)1 = jP= dp, where Pz is the Poisson kernel for zE A, then 
Therefore we can assume that both sequences { u,~} and {u,} are contained 
in (0, 1) and that here is a constant c>O such that C$, e-‘“‘-‘j’< co.
Clearly wecan assume that {u,} is increasing. Then{e-“(’ -“I’} isdecreas- 
ing and so there is a constant M >0 such that ne-“‘I -“nb < M < co. We see 
that 1 -u, <A/log n, where A >O. Under the conformal map w(z) =
(1 - z)/( 1 +z) from A onto the right alf plane, {u,} and (u,} are transfor- 
med into sequences contained in (0, 1). By a simple computation, we see 
that I, can contain nomore than ec-2N members of { o(u,)}, where c> 0 is 
a constant that depends only on (u,}. On the other hand, there is d > 0 
such that every subinterval of 1,of length 222Np2 contains at least edZN”’ 
members of (I}. Since p < 1, we see that for N large ed2N’,‘- e’ -2” >42”. 
Now we just apply Lemma 1 as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
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This corollary is contained in [l] when 0 <p < $ and it answers the 
question raised there concerning $ < p< 1. 
For the proof of Theorem 2, we need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose a, > 0 and b, 3 0 .for j = 1, 2, . . with C/“=, hi < m. Zf 
Cj’=, ep”fbj -ccc, then 
(i) a,-+ ‘1c8 and 
(ii) C,“=, (log a,)/a, < a. 
Prooj: Since C;=, 6, < ccj, wemust have (i). Let S = C,‘= 1e -U1h~ and let 
C = C,S=, b,. Define F:53” + IR by 
Let P,, denote the plane Zy= I x, = C and let S, = inf{ F(x): xE P,]. Since 
b, 3 0, we have S, 6 S. It is also clear that lim.,,,, l J,, _ ~ F(x) = co. 
Therefore S, is attained by the function g(x,, . . x,, A,) =F(.u,. . . x,) +
i*,,(C;= 1 I, - C) at a critical point. We compute the partial derivatives 
dg ;-= -a,e -“I-XI + I, for j= 1, . . IZ, (7) 
cx, 
and 
g= ,c, .K,- c. 
From (7), we see that if (x,, .. x,, A,,) isa critical point, hen A, > 0 and 
1 
.yi-Ioga, 
a, 2, 
j = 1, ..) n.
Summing (8) over j, we obtain 
Therefore g has only one critical point and we must have c/n=, e-4-q = S,. 
By (8) and (9) we have S, = 1, x;=, (l/a,). Since S, d S for all n, we see 
that sup,, I., < cc. By (9), we have 
(10) 
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If z,T= i(l/u,) < co, then the right side of (10) is bounded above and we 
have C,‘=, (log ~,/a,) < G. If C,“= I(l/a,) = cc, then I, -+ 0 since S> S, = 
E,, C;=, (l/a,). Butthis is impossible since that would make the right side of 
(10) tend to - cci while the left side can only tend to co. The lemma is 
proved. 
For the remainder ofthis paper, we let zn = l/n(log n)’ +i( l/log n)for 
n = 2, 3, . . . Let x,, =%e ;,, and JJ,, = 3m z,. For a measure v on R, we let P,, 
be its Poisson i tegral; i.e., for zin the right half plane, 
where z= x + Q. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose CT= 2 I f(z,)l < CC for a function f EH” that does not 
vanish on the right half plane. Then there is a finite positive m asure v
supported on{ y,,: n = 2, 3, . . } such that CF: 2 e ‘V(q) < rx~. 
Proof We may assume that 1) f I( 4d 1. Then there is a constant c b 0 
and a positive measure p such that J: x dp( t)/( 1 + t2) < co and log 1f(z)1 =
-C-Y-P,(z). Since x, + 0, we see that xFz2 e-‘fl’?‘< 05. The lemma 
follows from the following observations: 
(i) Let pi be the restriction of ,Uto (-1. l), i.e., p (A)=p(A n 
(- 1, 1)). Then it is elementary that we have lim, _r ( PV,(z,) - P&z,)] = 0. 
Therefore C:z:=2 e-Pgl(znl < CC.
(ii) Let 6, be the unit point mass at 0. Then for all b>O, we have 
lim, +‘I Pbdo(z,) = 0. Therefore if h2 is the restriction of p to (0, 1), then 
xFL2 eeP~+n) < m. 
Let v be the discrete measure supported on ( y,: n= 3,4, ..) with 
v(y,) = pLz(( l/log(n + 1), l/log(n - 1))) for n = 3,4, .. . Then clearly 
P,,(z,) > PVz(zn) for all n. Therefore C:=? eCpvCzn) < rx, and we are done. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose f E H x has x,“= 2) f(z,)l < cc and f does 
not vanish on the right half plane. Let p be the measure we found in 
Lemma 3 and let I*, = p( l/log n)for n= 2, 3, . . . Then we have 
For nk2, let A,I= {2fj<n-n2’3}, A,,= {n-n2’3Gj<n+n2’3), and 
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A&= (j>n+n “‘I. Fork= 1,2, 3,1et a,,k=CjtA,i (x,/((?,~-~~)‘+x;:))~,. 
We claim that 
lim a,, = lim an3 =0 
,1- I H-T (11) 
and 
a,,2 < n(log n )’ q, 
where 01, > 0 and x,X= 2CL, < co. 
(12) 
Suppose for the moment we have (11) and (12). Since MpJzn) = 
e ~0n’~Un2-“n3, we seethat C;:zz c~“‘~“)~‘~< a. This contradicts Lemma 2 
since C,‘=* log(n(log n)“)/n(log n)* = cc. This contradiction pr ves the 
theorem. Therefore we only need to verify ( 11) and ( 12). We have 
-y,, n(log n)’ 
(J’,, - .I’$ + xf = 1 + (n(log n)(logj- log n)/logj)2’ (13) 
Trivially ogj- log n= log( 1 - (n - j)/n), Therefore wh n n is sufficiently 
large and n - n2,‘3 6 j < n + n’13, wehave 
1 (n-j)’ 
(log j-logn)*bTT 
and 
logn ’ ( > 1 - a- log j 2’ 
Therefore by (13) we have 
*II n(log n)’ 
(y, -y,)* +xf ’ 1 + (1/4)(n -j)* (14) 
for n large and n - n2,‘3 <j< n +n2’3. Since .x,,/((J, -Ye)* +x,‘) is an 
increasing function of jfor j< n and a decreasing function for j2 n, we 
have by (14) for Jo A,, uAn3, 
-yn 
(yn-y,)2+xi;G 
n( log n)’ 
1 + ( 1/4)(n’/3)2  
4(log n)’ 
,113 . 
Therefore wh n k = 2, 3, 
0 < lim ank < lim 
4(log n)* 
n,,3 IIPII = 0. n A x “-T 
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We have proved (11). We have for n large 
Let u, = C,F=,pj/( 1 + (1/4)(n - j)*). Clearly LX,, > 0. Also 
Thus ( 12) is true and we are done. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
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